We study the continuum field theory for an ensemble of directed polymers r i (t) in 1 + d ′ dimensions that live in a medium with quenched point disorder and interact via short-ranged pair forces gΨ(r i − r j ). In the strong-disorder (or low-temperature) regime, such forces are found to be relevant in any dimension d ′ below the upper critical dimension for a single line. Attractive forces generate a bound state with localization length ξ ⊥ ∼ |g| −ν ⊥ ; repulsive forces lead to mutual avoidance with a pair distribution function P(r i − r j ) ∼ |r i −r j | θ reminiscent of interacting fermions. In the experimentally important dimension d ′ = 2, we obtain ν ⊥ ≈ 0.8 and θ ≈ 2.4.
the subject of this letter. We study their effects by the methods of continuum field theory. Related aspects of this system have been treated by Bethe ansatz methods in d ′ = 1 [10] , on a lattice [11, 12] , and in a Wilson renormalization group [13, 14] , see the discussion below.
In a pure system, weakly attractive short-ranged forces generate a bound state up to the same dimension d ′ ⋆ = 2 as do columnar defects. Unlike in the case of columnar defects, however, the effect of pair interactions between identical lines is enhanced by the disorder, which (at sufficiently low temperature) leads to a bound state in any dimension where the low-temperature behavior of a single line is governed by non-thermal scaling exponents. Of equal importance are repulsive forces; for example, the magnetic interaction between flux lines can be treated as a contact interaction at sufficiently low densities [1, 13] . In a pure system, such forces are important only in d ′ = 1, where they act as an effective constraint on the fluctuations that is equivalent to the Pauli principle: the lines behave like the worldlines of free fermions characterized by a pair distribution function P(r i −r j ) ∼ |r i − r j | θ with θ = 2 [15, 16] . In higher dimensions, there is no long-ranged effect on the pair-distribution function. In the presence of disorder, on the other hand, we find that P(r i − r j ) obeys a power law also for d ′ > 1, with a new exponent θ that depends on the dimension. This behavior is reminiscent of interacting fermions, which is why we call these mutually avoiding lines fermions in a random medium.
This strong effect of repulsive interactions can be understood qualitatively as resulting from the energetic competition with an effective line-line attraction due to the impurities. In almost all realizations of the disorder, there is a unique ground state, i.e. a path of minimal energy [17] . At low temperatures and without direct forces, two lines will share this path with finite probability even in a system of infinite size [11, 19, 20] . Repulsive interactions, however, force one of the lines into a (distant) excited state.
Our calculations in the sequel will be restricted to the case of two interacting lines in a random medium; the generalization to an arbitrary number of lines is straightforward. On a mesoscopic scale, the system is described by an effective continuum Hamiltonian
Here r 1 (t) and r 2 (t) denote the displacement vectors of the two lines (also called directed polymers) in d ′ transversal dimensions, as a function of the longitudinal "timelike" coordinate t. Both lines are subject to the same random potential η(r, t)
which models the quenched point defects. It is assumed to be Gauss-distributed with η(r, t) = 0 and η(r, t)η(r ′ , t ′ ) = 2σ
Averages over disorder are denoted by an overbar, thermal averages by brackets . . . . The direct interaction between the lines, which is assumed to be short-ranged, is described by the
For g = 0, the two lines feel only the random potential, and the free energy of the system is just twice the free energy of a single line. The continuum field theory for this system serves as the starting point for a systematic renormalized perturbation theory in the line-line coupling g. The analysis is complicated by the fact that even the "free" theory (g = 0) has non-Gaussian multipoint correlations due to the quenched averaging. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain solely in terms of single-line properties the scaling dimension and the form of the operator product expansion of the pair interaction field Ψ(t), see (3) and (4) below. These determine the renormalization group equations for the interaction strength to leading order, and hence the phase diagram of the system [21] .
The large-scale behavior of a single line is generated by the sample-to-sample fluctuations of the ground state paths and defines two important exponents. The roughness exponent ζ characterizes the mean transversal excursions of the line, given e.g. by the two-point function (
The exponent −ω is the anomalous dimension of the disorder-averaged free energy F = β −1 log Tr exp(−βH), whose universal part has the scaling form
of transversal size R and longitudinal size T [22] . The two exponents are related by a "tilt" symmetry of the system, ω = 2ζ − 1 (see e.g. [18, 5] ). In low dimensions, ζ is always larger than in the case of thermal fluctuations, namely ζ = 2/3 for
a phase transition appears at a finite temperature; in the high-temperature phase, the system is asymptotically thermal, i.e. ζ = 1/2 and ω = 0 (see e.g. [5] and references therein). Whether a
> the thermal exponents govern also the low-temperature phase is controversial; some workers believe d ′ > ≈ 4 [23] . In the continuum theory (1) with g = 0, the large-scale regime is reached in a crossover from the Gaussian theory with characteristic longitudinal length
We have discussed the renormalized continuum field theory for this regime in ref. [8] . Its construction involves a reparametrization of the transversal displacement and of the free energy, r → β 1/2ξ ω/2 r and F → βξ ω F , such that the renormalized variables remain finite in the limitξ → 0 (i.e.
g keeps all correlation functions of the pair field free of singularities in this limit, as we will see explicitly below. This is accompanied by a temperature reparametrization; the renormalized temperature β −1 ∼ξ ω is an irrelevant scaling variable of dimension −ω.
With this renormalized theory for g = 0 at hand, the effect of pair interactions may now be expanded in powers of the coupling constant g. For example, the perturbation series for the free energy density
involves integrals over connected correlation functions of the pair field Ψ evaluated at g = 0. We are hence led to study these correlation functions. While they are finite by construction, the "time" integrations generate new singularities that have to be handled by an additional renormalization. (The longitudinal scale L plays the rôle of an infrared cutoff and will be used to parametrize the renormalization group flow.)
The one-point function Ψ(t) gives the probability density that the two lines intersect at time t, averaged over thermal and disorder fluctuations. We will show below that for R 1/ζ ≫ξ ,
where b is a constant independent ofξ . Hence Ψ(t) can be regarded as a scaling field of dimension zero. Eq. (3) expresses the fact that for g = 0, the two lines follow the same path (of minimal energy) with finite probability even in the thermodynamic limit R → ∞.
The higher connected correlation functions of the local pair field Ψ can be shown to obey the operator algebra
with a coefficient c > 0, which is valid as an asymptotic identity inserted into any such correlation function . . . Ψ(t)Ψ(t ′ ) . . . c for t → t ′ . This type of operator algebra is familiar from ref. [8] (where the reader is referred to for a more detailed discussion): the field Ψ couples to itself, but the leading singularity in (4) involves a correction-to-scaling exponent related to the irrelevant coupling constant β −1 .
To establish eq. (3), it is useful to study the pair distribution function
e. the probability density that the two lines have the relative displacement d. We find that for g = 0 and in the thermodynamic limit R → ∞, P has a scaling form that depends only on |d| andξ with the asymptotic behavior
see also the extensive discussion in [20] . Recall thatξ ω is the renormalized temperature β −1 . Hence with finite probability, the two lines share a common "tube" of width ξ ζ (i.e. |d| < ξ ζ ), but they do make large excursions whose probability decays with a power of |d|. To show this, we first rewrite P(d) for g = 0 and d = 0 in terms of the properties of a single line,
In the single-line system, Φ(t, s) ≡ δ d ′ (r(t) − s), and averages are marked by the subscript 1. Here we have exploited the fact that without pair forces, the two lines are independent in any realization of the disorder, and that the full correlation function Φ(t, s)Φ(t, s + d) 1 vanishes since a directed line has a single-valued path r(t).
Next we use the operator algebra Φ(t, s)Φ(t, s+d) ∼ −c 1 β
with c 1 > 0 (that follows directly from the results of [8] or [20] ) and the normalization d d ′ s Φ(t, s) 1 = 1 to obtain (5) in the regime |d| ≫ξ ζ ; the opposite limit then follows from the normalization d The form of the operator algebra (4) could be derived by arguments very similar to the ones we have used in ref. [8] . Here we take a different avenue: we exploit the exact mapping of the quenched polymer system defined by (1) to a nonlinear stochastic evolution equation, a generalization of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation [4] . If Z(r 1 , r 2 , t) denotes the restricted partition sum over all two-line configurations with fixed end points (r 1 , r 2 , t), the field h(r 1 , r 2 , t) = β −1 log Z(r 1 , r 2 , t)
obeys the equation
Mukherji [14] uses this equation to treat the problem of two interacting lines by a standard dynamic renormalization group approach, expanding simultaneously in g and λ (see the further remarks below). From (9), one constructs in a standard way the generating functional of the dynamic correlation functions [25] , which are denoted by . . . . This functional integral involves the field h and an auxiliary field h. Insertions of the auxiliary field generate response functions, e.g.
, where J(r 1 , r 2 , t) is a source term added to the r.h.s. of (9) . By functional differenti-ation with respect to J, one easily verifies the following relation between connected averages in the polymer system and dynamic response functions,
The dynamic average h(r 1 , r 2 , t) equals (minus) the disorder-averaged free energy of the polymer system. For g = 0, one has h(r 1 , r 2 , t) = Any attractive line-line force (g < 0) grows indefinitely in magnitude under the renormalization. The system develops a bound state with transversal localization length ξ ⊥ . As g approaches zero from below, the lines unbind continuously, i.e. the localization length diverges as
when the interaction strength approaches zero.
With a repulsive interaction (g > 0), however, the large-scale behavior of the two-line system is determined by the nontrivial fixed point u * R . At this fixed point, the pair field Ψ acquires the new dimension
termines the large-scale asymptotics of the pair distribution function. For example, the probability of intersection in a system of transversal size R scales as
where θ ≈ 2 for d ′ = 1 and θ ≈ 2.4 for d ′ = 2. Unlike in the case without pair interactions, the probability of intersection now approaches zero in the thermodynamic limit R → ∞: the lines avoid each other completely. Moreover, this implies by standard scaling arguments that repulsive pair forces have a long-ranged effect on the pair distribution function,
We may use these results to obtain the finite-size scaling of the "overlap"
) in a system of longitudinal length T and with R → ∞, a quantity that is discussed in the literature [11, 12, 14] . We have The latter approach, however, gives no information on the strong coupling phase in
In summary, we have shown that directed lines in a highly disordered medium respond to pair forces in a stronger way than lines with purely thermal fluctuations.
In any dimension d ′ < d ′ > , they form a bound state with attractive forces; with repulsive forces they avoid each other, as described by the pair distribution function (13) . The reason for this strong effect of short-ranged interactions is that when they are absent, the disorder forces the lines to cluster in the vicinity of a unique path of minimal energy. Our results hence provide an experimentally and numerically accessible consequence of the clustering. However, the pair distribution function > numerically in a way that is less hampered by finite-size effects than the existing simulations of the KPZ equation [27] .
